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Ocean Transport Reliability - what’s the value?
The value of individual trade lane
reliability
Supply chain management has become a
key competitive parameter in most industries. The availability of container services
from all corners of the globe has resulted in
a situation where goods are manufactured
in locations which have the optimal mix of
cost efficiency and access to relevant labor.
Consequently, it is increasingly difficult for
businesses to use production costs as a competitive advantage. Instead, we have seen a
shift to view supply chain management as a
key competitive parameter.
Ocean transportation is a crucial part of the
supply chain so container service reliability
can be a pivotal element for optimizing supply chains. If ocean services have a low degree of schedule reliability, it results in significant added costs, and hence undermines
the competitive position of the shipper.
Lack of reliability in ocean transportation will
force shippers to include buffer time in the
supply chain, resulting in added costs for
warehouse storage as well as increased inventory costs. Furthermore, significant costs
can be accrued for last-minute land or air
transportation in the case of critical delays.
The addition of buffer time extends the endto-end length of the supply chain hence reducing the shippers’ ability to respond to
changes in customer preferences, negatively
impacting overall sales. Finally, very poor re-

liability may lead to not only
lost sales - but also costs incurred when late
deliveries result in cancellations of orders.
To most shippers, reliability on individual
trade lanes is more important than a global average. Research by SeaIntel Maritime
Analysis clearly shows that different trade
lanes also see different carriers providing
above-average performance. Shippers could
therefore decide to choose different carriers
on different trade lanes, in order to maximize the degree of reliability needed.

Calculating the actual value
In order to quantify the effect for a shipper
focusing on maximizing reliability, let us examine the following.
Assume a shipper has cargo on all main trade
lanes globally. Furthermore, let us assume
that the amount of cargo for this shipper
is the same for all trade lanes. If the shipper uses a mix of carriers corresponding to
the average performance in each trade, this
shipper would see a schedule reliability of
80% based on carriers’ current performance.
If the shipper changes his strategy to award
his cargo amongst only the top-3 performers
in each individual trade, his schedule reliability would increase to 93%.
Hence a shipper for whom reliability is important can, to a significant degree, influence
the level of reliability for their own cargo.

Of course, each shipper has a different cargo
mix and hence different volumes on different
trade lanes. If we instead focus on some of
the major trade lanes, we can evaluate the
difference between average market performance, and deliberately only using the top-3
performers. As is illustrated, this can result in
reliability improvements for the average shipper of up to 20%.
It is evident that the improvement which can
be achieved by deliberately focusing on carriers with a high performance track record is
significant. But what would the monetary value be? Let us use the global shipper again as
an example.
When vessels are late, they are on average
2 days late compared to the schedules published by carriers. Assume our global shipper
moves 100,000 containers annually. Initially he had a reliability of 80%, meaning that
20,000 containers were 2 days late.

this means that instead of having 20,000 containers arrive on late vessels, this number declines to 7,000. In other words, 13,000 containers now become timely.
If the goods in a container have a value of
100,000 USD, then a shipper would need to
finance the inventory costs for the additional
2 days the container is late. The interest rate
would vary for different shippers, but at a 5%
annual interest rate, this would be a cost of
25 USD per container for a 2 day delay.

Deliberately choosing the top-3 carriers in
each individual trade would thus result in
a cost saving of 325,000 USD annually as
13,000 containers become timely.

Conclusion

By shifting to the top-3 performers, his reliability increased to 93%, meaning that 7,000
containers were 2 days late.
As his reliability increases from 80% to 93%,

It is a quantifiable fact that reliability performance differs significantly across container
carriers. Due to these differences, it is clear
that shippers can obtain significant value – up
to several 100,000 USD - by deliberately allocating cargo to carriers with high reliability
in individual trade lanes.
The example used in this analysis is based
on global performance differences, whereas
shippers exposed to specific trade lanes might
well see savings in excess of this global example.
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